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2

METHOD OF DISTRIBUTING A
DECRYPTION KEY IN FIXED-CONTENT
DATA

secure distribution system for digital content that protects the
rights of content oWners by further encouraging customers to

purchase original authorized copies of content and provides
greater copyright protection for doWnloadable content.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

SUMMARY

This application is a continuation of Ser. No. 12/059,361,
noW U.S. Pat. No. 7,945,052, Which claims priority pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. §l 19(e) to Us. provisional application Ser. No.
60/908,738 ?led Mar. 28, 2007, Which applications are spe

Various systems and methods are disclosed herein for

encouraging the purchase of authorized copies of original
content by including bonus secondary content and also for
providing a more secure distribution system for the bonus

ci?cally incorporated herein, in their entirety, by reference.

secondary content. This may be accomplished by selecting a
decryption key that is determined by at least a portion of the
raW encrypted audio-video data (“REAVD”) that is provided

BACKGROUND

on an original media article, such as an optical DVD disc,
Blu-Ray disc, CD-ROM or a memory device. As used herein,

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to management of digital
content, and in particular, to systems and methods for provid
ing protected digital content to authorized users.
2. Description of Related Art

“REAVD” may include incidental bits that are not used
directly to create audio -video output or that are not encrypted,
20

Piracy is a signi?cant concern among digital content pro

viders. With the ubiquity of high speed Internet connectivity,
transfers and doWnloads of even high de?nition quality mov
ies can easily and rapidly be accomplished over netWorks.
Moreover, the electronic delivery of digital content removes
several barriers to pirating. One barrier that is removed is any
requirement for the user to purchase a tangible article, such as

for example, a sector header or decryption key integrated With
encrypted audio-video data. Conversely, as used herein,
“REAVD” excludes data that is not primarily comprised of
bits that are used to generate an audio-video output signal

When played by a compatible media player device. The
25

REAVD may be itself encrypted using a key that is not the
decryption key. As used herein, “audio-video” refers to data
or a signal for producing sounds and images recognizable by

CD and DVD disks, containing the digital content. Another

a human being as images of a real or imaginary scene, and

barrier is the digital format of the content itself. Because there

excludes merely random, chaotic or machine-only recogniz
able sounds and images. The decryption key may be extracted

is no degradation in quality of copied digital content, there is
no perceived disadvantage to using original versus pirated
digital content. Copyrighted digital content of all types is
regularly pirated on a massive scale, demonstrating the failure
of present technology to prevent unauthorized copying.
Digital content providers have responded to the threat of

30

from different data segments on the media article and may be

35

digital piracy by implementing various strategies to discour

that cannot be copied to a Writable media article copy using a

age or prevent unauthorized access and copying. One such
strategy is to provide incentives for consumers to purchase

original DVD disks by including value-added content that is
not otherWise available to the public. The problem persists,

used at a client terminal to decrypt encrypted secondary con
tent. Different data reconstruction protocols may be provided
to extract the decryption key for the same media article.
A portion or all of the REAVD that is used to determine the
decryption key may read from a segment of the media article
consumer CD/DVD burner or other consumer copying

device. For example, discs manufactured according to the

hoWever, in that the original DVD disks themselves can be
pirated. To that end, a copy protection requirement, knoWn as

DVD standard can include encoded data on a physical portion
of the disc that cannot be Written to a copy made using a
consumer DVD burner. A molded disc, in other Words, can be

the content scrambling system (CSS), is implemented in the

made that holds more data than can be burned onto a Writable

40

DVD standards to prevent unauthorized copying of video ?les

directly from the disc. CSS accomplishes this by scrambling
certain sectors containing audio-video data in such a Way that
the data cannot be used to recreate a valid signal. The
scrambled sectors are encrypted With a title key stored in the
sector header and a disc key Which is hidden in the control
area of the disc and is not directly accessible.

45

disc. Thus, the method may be con?gured to ensure that only
those Who possess original authorized copies of the DVD disc
are able to decrypt the encrypted secondary content. It is
understood that the methods and systems disclosed herein are
not limited to a particular hardWare or softWare architecture

for carrying out the steps described herein.

The CSS algorithm and keys Were supposed to remain

In one embodiment, a method for using a media article for
providing access to encrypted secondary content at a client

secret, but in 2000, computer hackers Were able to reverse

terminal is provided. The method comprises receiving

engineer the algorithm and derive all of the keys. Still, CSS
and other content-protection schemes for DVD, Blu-Ray, and

encrypted secondary content at a client terminal; extracting a
decryption key from a media article encoded With raW

other digital media often prevent the average user from using

50

55

Instead, many pirated copies of DVD’s are generated using
What is sometimes referred to as the “analog hole” to create

digital copies from the analog output of a player device. Even
digital pirated copies can often be detected by small differ

60

ences in digital data that may or may not affect the copies’

playability and analog output. Absolute content protection is
perhaps unrealistic, as a completely foolproof copy protec
tion method Would make it impossible to use the disc. If you

encrypted audio-video data (“REAVD”), the decryption key
being determined by at least a portion of the REAVD; using
the decryption key to decrypt the encrypted secondary con
tent; and outputting the decrypted secondary content from the

a computer to copy a DVD movie or other digital content, and
perfect unauthorized DVD copies are rare or non-existent.

client terminal.
In accordance With one aspect of the technology, the client
terminal may receive the encrypted secondary content from a
remote host, a second media article, or both.
In accordance With another aspect of the technology, the

decryption key may be determined by different portions of
65

encoded REAVD located on different segments of the media

can see it or hear it, you can copy it. There is therefore a need

article. The decryption key may also be further determined by

for digital content providers to be able to provide a more

one or more REAVD data segments Which are unWritable

US 8,473,742 B2
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using a copying device, one or more data segments Which
relate to the encryption status of the media article, or both.

disclosed herein. In the detailed description that folloWs, like
element numerals are used to denote like elements that appear

In accordance With yet another aspect of the technology,
the decryption key may be determined by the entirety of the

in the ?gures.

data on the media article With a one-to-one mapping of the

embodying an exemplary aspect of the disclosed technology.

encrypted secondary content and the data on the media
article, or any combination of the foregoing. The one-to-one

A client terminal 102 plays an original or an authorized copy

mapping may be, for example, an exclusive “OR” operation
With the encrypted secondary content to produce decrypted

103 containing raW encrypted audio-video data REAVD,
such as, for example, a television episode or motion picture.
Media article 103 may be con?gured such that the REAVD
encoded on it generates audio-video output, for example, the
television episode or motion picture, When the media article is
played in a suitable player. As used herein, a “media article”

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing a system 100

of a media disc, tape, device or other tangible media article

secondary content, or the addition/subtraction of the DVD
REAVD data in segregated bits, bytes, or other bit groups
from the digital data of the encrypted secondary content to

produce decrypted secondary content.
In accordance With a further aspect of the technology,

refers to an individual object or electronic storage device on

outputting the decrypted secondary content from the client

Which digital audio-video data is stored. Client terminal 102

terminal may include doWnloading the secondary content on
a memory associated With the client terminal, displaying the
secondary content on a display associated With the client
terminal, or both.
In another embodiment, a method for encrypting second

may comprise a general-purpose computer, specialized
media player (e. g., DVD, Blu-Ray, or other player), portable
media player, cellular telephone With broadband media capa
20

article 103 and communicating With a source node 106 for

secondary content. Suitable media article 103 may comprise,
for example, an imprinted DVD, HD-DVD, or Blu-Ray disc.
An imprinted media article 103 may advantageously include

ary content for distribution to client terminals may be pro

vided. The method comprises selecting at least a portion of
REAVD that is provided on a media article as an encryption

key; encrypting secondary content using the encryption key;

bility, or any other client that is capable of reading the media

25

data that cannot be Written to a disk copy using a consumer

and storing encrypted secondary content at a remotely located

media burner, preferably because of inherent limitations of

host.
In accordance With one aspect of the technology, the

Writable media discs. Thus, to the extent that media 103
comprises a perfect copy of an authorized released media

article, it may be assumed With a high degree of certainty that

method may further comprise any one or more of the folloW

ing: receiving a request from a client terminal for secondary
content and delivering encrypted secondary content to the
client terminal. The encrypted secondary content may be
decrypted by the client terminal using a decryption key deter
mined by at least a portion of the REAVD provided on the

media article that is read by the client terminal. The decryp

30

useful for decrypting secondary content.
The client terminal 102 may request additional or bonus
35

Which are unWritable using a copying device.

In accordance With another aspect, the encryption key and
40

Other objects, features and advantages of the present
invention Will become apparent to those skilled in the art from

45

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing the interaction
betWeen the client terminal and the source node, and the

resulting transmission of encrypted secondary content to the
client terminal.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram shoWing the use of tWo
media discs to provide access to encrypted secondary content

50

residing on one of the media discs.

FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing the steps performed by a
source node in encrypting secondary content.
FIGS. 4A-4B are block diagrams illustrating selection of a
REAVD encryption key from data encoded on a media article.
FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing the steps of performed by a
client terminal in obtaining access to encrypted secondary
content from the source node.

respond by sending an encrypted copy of the secondary con
tent 112 to the client terminal 102, Where the encrypted sec
ondary content may be decrypted based on at least a portion of

the folloWing detailed description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

secondary content 110 residing at a source node 106 over a

Wide area netWork 104. The additional secondary content 110
is different and distinct from content encoded on or in the
tangible media article 103. The additional content 110 is not
encoded on the media article 103. The source node 106 may

tion key may further include one or more data segments

the decryption key may be identical or different.

the copy is authorized and not pirated. On the other hand, to
the extent that media 103 does not comprise a perfect copy of
an authorized released media article, it likely Will not be

55

the REAVD residing on the DVD disc. After being decrypted,
an audio-video output may be provided from the decrypted
secondary content, using an output device of the client termi
nal 102, such as display screen 105. In the alternative, termi
nal 102 may store the decrypted secondary content for future
use, or transmit the decrypted secondary content to another
device.
In accordance With this embodiment, for example, a user
may purchase a DVD disc containing selected episodes of a
television series. The REAVD contained in the DVD disc for
the television episodes may be used to provide the decryption
key for secondary content Which may be, for example, a neW
episode of the current season that is being broadcast and not
yet available on any DVD or other media disc. The user may

insert the DVD disc into a client terminal to play it. One of the

user options provided during play of the DVD disc may
60

Like numerals refer to like parts throughout the several
vieWs of the draWings.

include an option to vieW or doWnload additional content
from an online source. By selecting such an option, the user
may cause the client computer to doWnload or stream the

encrypted neW episode, the secondary content, from the
source node through the Internet. Since the neW episode

Would be encrypted against the decryption key on the DVD

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
65

Exemplary methods and systems for selecting and distrib
uting a decryption key used to decrypt secondary content are

disc for season one, only those Who have an authorized or

perfect copy of that DVD disc Would be able to decrypt and
vieW the neW episode.

US 8,473,742 B2
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FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing another embodi
ment of the system 200. In accordance With this embodiment,

erate audio-video output. The area inside the rectangle 210
represents all of the data encoded on the disc, for example,

tWo or more media discs or other media articles 202, 204 may

600 megabytes of encrypted audio-video data. Area 212 rep

be used to provide access to encrypted bonus content 206
residing on or more of the media discs. The decryption key for
the encrypted bonus content Would be determined based on
the REAVD on tWo or more media discs, and this decryption
key may be used to provide the user access to otherWise
hidden or inaccessible secondary or bonus content either
from one of the media discs or alternatively, from a remotely

resents data encoded on a sector of the media article that

cannot be copied to a Writable media disc. Presuming, for the

sake of example, that the media article is scanned (read)
vertically from left to right, dotted line 214 represents a scan

line just after 300 megabytes have been read, starting With the
?rst bit of the uncopyable sector 212. FIG. 4A therefore
represents selecting the ?rst “X” bits encoded on the media
article to be the REAVD key, Where “X” is the number of key
bits needed, Whether that be equal to the number of bits of
secondary content to be encrypted or some other ratio.
FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating an alternative algo
rithm for selection of a REAVD encryption key from a play
able media article. Here, the REAVD may be selected to
include, for example, all or a portion of the data in sector 212

located source node.

FIG. 3 is a How chart 300 showing exemplary steps that
may be performed by a source node in encrypting secondary
content for subsequent distribution to authorized client ter
minals. A media disc, such as a DVD or Blu-Ray disc, may
contain REAVD as Well as various keys hidden in areas of the
disc Which are not Writable using a consumer media-Writing
device, for example, a DVD ROM drive or other media Writ
ing device. Such areas may include the sector header, the
control area of the disc in the lead-in, Which cannot be copied

20

and selected blocks of data 216a, 216b, 2160 alternating With
and spaced apart by unselected blocks of data 218a, 2181) and
2180. Block 220 represents a residual unselected portion. Any

using a consumer copying device. Preferably, the media disc

non-Zero number of selected or unselected blocks may be

is in a “Write once, read many format” that cannot readily be
erased and reWritten.
One of the ?rst steps may be to select or otherWise de?ne at
least a portion of the REAVD encoded on or in the digital
media article as an encryption key 302 for secondary content
to be released to holders of authoriZed copies of the media

used, in any pattern, including overlapping patterns; FIG. 4A

article. The selected REAVD may includes various keys relat
ing to the encryption status of the disc and to also to those
hidden in the uncopyable areas of the disc. The selected
REAVD may include all of the REAVD encoded on the media
article, or some substantial portion of it that is not readily
copied. Thus, even if someone duplicated the disc, any

change in the encryption status of the underlying disc (e.g., a
decrypted copy or analog-to-digital copy) Would change the

illustrates the simple case of one (1) block While FIG. 4B
25

illustrates multiple blocks. In an overlapping pattern of
selected blocks, an “overlapping” portion of the data 210
encoded on the media article is duplicated at a one or more

different locations of the REAVD key. In a non-overlapping
pattern, none of the data 210 appears more than once in the

REAVD key. The multiple blocks may be spaced apart by any
30

non-Zero number of bits and may comprise any non-Zero

number of bits. Using various different selection algorithms,
it should be possible to generate a virtually unlimited number
of different REAVD encryption keys from any typical large
media article, such as a DVD disc or Blu-Ray disc. In addi
35

value of the encoded data such that it Would become impos

tion, by using an overlapping REAVD selection algorithm, it

sible to recover the REAVD used as an encryption key,

is possible to generate a REAVD encryption key that is any
desired degree greater in siZe than the entire original REAVD

thereby preventing the proper decryption key from being

data on a given media disk.

extracted from the tangible media article. Even a raW data
copy of the DVD disc should still be unusable as a decryption

The scheme or method of selecting the REAVD key from
40

key, so long as portions of the data making up the selected
REAVD encryption key reside on a portion of a disc cannot be

copied by the relevent consumer DVD/ CD, Blu-Ray, or other
media burners.
The REAVD encryption key may be de?ned or selected so
as to be relatively massive relative to the secondary content to

45

data encoded on the media article for encrypting at the source,
Whatever it is, must be provided or knoWn to client devices
that have access to an authorized copy of the media article and

Wish to decrypt secondary content. Therefore, the source
device should make a record of the scheme used, herein
referred to as a “REAVD key recognition algorithm”. The

REAVD key recognition algorithm may be varied depending

be encrypted/decrypted using the key. “Relatively massive”

on the release or version of the authoriZed media article, With

as used herein means at least 1000 times larger than conven

time, geographic location, or any other parameter that may be

tional 128 bit or 256 bit keys (i.e., no less than 128,000 bits).
More preferably, hoWever, the REAVD encryption key is of a

applicable to a plurality of clients or media articles. In the
50

relatively massive siZe (i.e., number of bits) comparable to the
number of bits in the secondary content to be encrypted using
the REAVD key. For example, if the secondary content is

constant. HoWever, use of a variable REAVD key recognition

algorithm may provide greater security. In embodiments
Where a variable REAVD key recognition algorithm is used, it

exactly 300 megabytes (2.4><109 bits) in siZe, the selected
REAVD key may also be 300 megabytes in siZe, depending

may be provided to clients When the client seeks to access
55

on the selected encryption/decryption method. Certain one

to-one reversible transforms, for example, an exclusive “OR”
operation, are readily used With an key that is exactly the same
siZe as the encrypted secondary data. Other transforms may

easily be adopted that operate With other than a 1:1 mapping,

any portion of it, may be predetermined and encoded on the
media article itself.
60

Referring again to FIG. 3, once the REAVD encryption key
is selected, it may be stored as an encryption/decryption key
for the secondary content for use by the source node. In the
alternative, it may be used “on the ?y” to encrypt the second
ary content and then discarded, provided that the REAVD key

requiring a relatively massive key. The present technology is
not limited to a particular transform ratio or transform

article such as a molded DVD or Blu-Ray disc used to gen

secondary encrypted content, or at any appropriate prior time.
In the alternative, or in addition, the REAVD key recognition
algorithm used With a particular release of a media article, or

such as a 2:1 transform, 1:2 transform, or any other transform

method.
FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating an algorithm for
selection of a REAVD encryption key from a playable media

alternative, the REAVD key recognition algorithm may be

65

recognition algorithm is saved in association With a unique
identi?er for the media articles containing original REAVD
data to Which the REAVD key recognition algorithm pertains.

US 8,473,742 B2
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The secondary content may be encrypted using the encryp

media article may be read by a general purpose computer
client having a separate program for communicating With a

tion key 304 and stored at a host server 306 for distribution to
authorized client terminals. Various suitable tWo -Way encryp

source terminal for the secondary content. Thus, the source

tion algorithms may be employed at the source using the
REAVD encryption key. Performing an exclusive “OR”
operation on the data to be encrypted and a REAVD key of
equal length is one computational simple example of a revers

terminal may receive requests 310 from one or more clients

requesting access to encrypted secondary content associated
the various media articles containing a REAVD encryption

key.

ible encryption transform algorithm, having the advantage of

As discussed in reference to FIG. 1, only client terminals

being very fast and assuredly reversible. A myriad of other

With access to the original or authorized copies of the DVD

transforms that exploit and require the use of a relatively

disc or other media article containing the REAVD decryption

massive binary key may also be used. For example, bits from
the REAVD key may be inserted at de?ned intervals (e.g.,
every other bit, every third bit, etc.) in the secondary content
to be encrypted. For further example, the REAVD key or
de?ned portions of it may be added, subtracted, multiplied,

key are capable of decrypting the encrypted secondary con
tent. Thus, once a client terminal is playing the original or
authorized copies of the DVD disc or other media article, it

may also request additional secondary content from the host
server. In response to receipt of the request by the source
server 3 10, the encrypted secondary content may be delivered
to the client terminal 312. In the alternative, or in addition, the
source terminal may determine a REAVD key recognition
algorithm associated With the media article at the client ter

divided, raised to a poWer of, or otherWise used in a reversible

transform on the secondary data to be encrypted. Any com
bination of different transform operations may be used in a

given algorithm. As a massive key, the REAVD encryption
key may be best suited for symmetric or reversible encryption
methods. That is, the same key may be used to both encrypt
and decrypt the target data. Hence, the massive REAVD
encryption key may be variously referred to herein as an

20

the client in response to the request. This may not be neces

sary if, in the alternative, the REAVD key recognition algo

encryption key, encryption/ decryption key, or decryption key.
LikeWise the symmetric encryption algorithm may be vari
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ously referred to herein as an encryption algorithm, encryp

tion/ decryption algorithm, or decryption algorithm.
In the alternative to symmetric encryption, to the extent

that any asymmetric encryption and decryption method is
knoWn that can make ef?cient use of a massive decryption key
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constituted of predetermined REAVD, such a method may be
used to encrypt the secondary content. In such case, the mas
sive REAVD key encoded on the media article should consti

tute the decryption key of the asymmetric keyset. HoWever,
the predetermined, essentially arbitrary nature of the REAVD

nal may determine an encryption algorithm associated With
the media article at the client terminal, and transmit the
encryption algorithm to the client in response to the request.
Again, this may not be necessary if, in the alternative, the
encryption algorithm is encoded on the media article or pre
determined and knoWn to the client terminal by an earlier

communication. Of course, instead of transmitting the
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Known asymmetric encryption methods generate a speci?c

rithm to the requesting client, access may be provided in
another suitable Way in response to the request, such as, for
example, informing the client hoW to otherWise obtain the
requested information or providing a decryption key for it.
It may not be necessary to transmit the encrypted second
ary content from the source terminal to the client. Secondary
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private key. Such a determinate decryption key Will not
qualify as REAVD no matter What its size, because it cannot,

using knoWn technology, be itself decrypted and used to
generate audio-video output.
Different encryption transform algorithms may be used for

rithm is encoded on the media article or predetermined and
knoWn to the client terminal by an earlier communication,
such as in a media player update. LikeWise, the source termi

encryption algorithm or the REAVD key recognition algo

encoded on the media article, Which by de?nition must
include encrypted audio-video data, may prevent or limit its
usefulness as a decryption key of an asymmetric keyset.

public decryption key in a determinate fashion from a knoWn

minal, and transmit the REAVD key recognition algorithm to

content may be provided from any other location, including
from another portion of the media article, a related media
article, or from another server. To proved access to such
otherWise located secondary content, the source server may,
in response to the client request for access, provide one or
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different REAVD data, or in the alternative, an unvarying

both of the REAVD key recognition algorithm or the encryp
tion algorithm, as discussed above. In cooperation With the

encryption transform algorithm may be used for all REAVD

source terminal, a client terminal having access to the media

data encoded on different releases of media articles. The use

encryption algorithm used for a particular release of a media

article With the necessary REAVD key accesses the encrypted
secondary content and outputs an audio-visual presentation
of the secondary content. FIG. 5 shoWs exemplary steps of a
method 400 performed by a client terminal in obtaining

article may be stored by the source server for later use by a
client. In the alternative or in addition, all or a portion of the

First, the user obtains an original or an authorized copy of a

of different encryption transform algorithms may provide
additional security for the encrypted data. The particular
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access to encrypted secondary content from the source node.

encryption algorithm may be predetermined and encoded on
the media article itself.
At any time before or after the secondary content is
encrypted and/or stored at the source terminal, the media
articles encoded With the REAVD used to encrypt the second

DVD or other media article encoded With REAVD, With the
55

moted on an on-line store as “providing exclusive access to”

additional content of interest, and therefore purchases the

ary content may be distributed to end users 308. This may be

accomplished using any suitable Wholesale/retail distribution

decryption key being determined by at least a portion of the
REAVD 402. For example, the user may see the DVD pro
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DVD. The user places the DVD or other media article in a
suitable client terminal, for example, a media center com

method. Such media articles may be promoted as containing
keys needed to unlock speci?ed secondary content. Consum

puter or netWork-enabled playing device. The client terminal
then plays the DVD/media article 404 to vieW the primary

ers that purchase or otherWise receive the media articles Will

content encoded thereon. The primary content may include a
menu providing the user With an option to obtain the exclusive

tend to play the media articles to vieW the primary content
encoded in the REAVD thereon. The primary content may
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additional content. In the alternative, this menu option is

include a program for communicating With a source terminal

provided by a separate application operating on the client

for the secondary content. In the alternative, or in addition, the

terminal and con?gured to operate in response to insertion on

US 8,473,742 B2
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the media article in a player device or port of the client

content is an e?icient use of media and can be used to

terminal. In response to user selection of such a menu option,

promote sales of the media articles for the primary pro

or automatically at any designated point during play of the

gram.

primary program, the client terminal may request and receive

(3) The use of a secret REAVD key recognition algorithm,
Which can readily be changed Without any need to
change the REAVD on the media article, provides addi

access to additional secondary content from a source node

406. This access may be provided in the various Ways
described above, including but not limited to various combi

tional security and ?exibility.

nations of doWnloading the encrypted secondary content,
obtaining a REAVD key recognition algorithm applicable to

(4) The use of a secret encryption/decryption algorithm,

Which can also be readily changed Without requiring
changes to the REAVD or the REAVD key recognition
algorithm, provides yet another layer of additional secu

the media article accessed by the client terminal, or obtaining
the correct encryption/decryption algorithm for the second

ary content. Using the REAVD key recognition algorithm, the

rity and ?exibility.

client terminal may extract the massive REAVD decryption
key from the DVD/media article 408. The REAVD key rec

(5) Storage of a portion of the REAVD decryption key on a
portion of a media article that is manufactured to not be
readily copied to a Writable media article copy further

ognition algorithm may require accessing data on a portion of
the media article that is not normally accessed by the client

enhances security of the key.
The foregoing detailed description and speci?c examples,

terminal to play the primary content or to copy the data on the
media article to a different media article. As such, unless the

client terminal is equipped With specially-designed pirating
software and hardWare, it should be unable to copy the entire
REAVD encryption/decryption key to a different media
article.
After the REAVD decryption key is extracted, or concur
rently as it is extracted, the client terminal may use the
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REAVD decryption key to decrypt secondary content 410

25

modi?cations. For example, While the use of DVD discs as

provided by the source node or from any other source, includ
ing but not limited another media playing device in commu
nication With the client terminal. The secondary content may
be decrypted in a continuous process synchronous With the

output of the resulting audio-video signal, in an asynchronous
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depending on the application. For most content, a continuous
synchronous process that does not require storage of the
35

may then play the decrypted secondary content 412 to pro
duce an audio-video output for the user. Method 400 may be
repeated to access any additional secondary content for Which

rithm, Wherein the REAVD excludes the secondary con
tent and the decryption algorithm is con?gured for one
45

to-one mapping betWeen the encrypted secondary
content and the at least a portion of the REAVD; and

outputting the decrypted secondary content from the client
50

containing “Lectures On The Theory Of Relativity” might be
utiliZed as a key for accessing adults-only entertainment con
tent, Whether on-line or encoded on other media articles,

terminal.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the client terminal
receives the encrypted secondary content from a remote ho st.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the client terminal
receives the encrypted secondary content from a second
media article distinct from the media article encoded With the
REAVD.
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4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the decryption key is
determined by REAVD on different segments of the media
article.

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the decryption key is

nature of the technology provides various advantages, some

further determined by one or more data segments of the media

of Which may be summarized as follows:

(1) The relatively massive siZe of the REAVD decryption

data;
decrypting the encrypted secondary content using the
decryption key according to a de?ned decryption algo

Thus, it is possible, for example, to use a particular media

effectively preventing inadvertent access to the adults-only
content by underage vieWers.
In vieW of the foregoing, various advantages of and appli
cations for the present technology should be apparent. The

a client terminal, the method comprising:
receiving encrypted secondary content at a client terminal;
extracting a decryption key from a media article encoded
With raW encrypted audio-video data (“REAVD”) pri
marily comprised of data operable to provide an audio
video output signal When played by a compatible media
least a portion of the REAVD encoding audio-video
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article, such as a DVD disc of the ?rst episodes of a television

series, as a key for unlocking any number of subsequent
episodes, or for that matter, an entire library of encrypted
information. It is not necessary that the secondary content be
related to the primary content encoded in the REAVD media
article. It may be desirable, for some applications, for the
secondary content to be unrelated. For example, a DVD disk

What is claimed is:
1. A computer-implemented method for using a media
article for providing access to encrypted secondary content to

player device, the decryption key being determined by at

a particular media article, via its encoded REAVD, provides
exclusive access. Such additional content may readily be
created and made available at any time after the REAVD is
de?ned.

media articles has been referred to, it should be appreciated
that other data storage formats may be equally suitable foruse

With the present technology.

batch process, or in some combination of the foregoing,

resulting decrypted content may be more secure and more
e?iciently use client system resources. The client terminal

While indicating a preferred embodiment of the novel tech
nology disclosed herein, are given by Way of illustration and
not limitation. Many changes and modi?cations Within the
scope of the present invention may be made Without departing
from the spirit thereof, and the invention includes all such
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article that cannot be copied to a Writable media article using

key, Which may be hundreds megabytes or as large as a

a copying device because the data segments are encoded in a

digital data required for a full-length motion picture,
may make Widespread distribution of an illegally copied
key much more cumbersome than traditional decryption

copy-protected location of the media article.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the decryption key is
further determined by a de?ned REAVD key recognition

keys.
(2) The use of REAVD that functions for providing a pri
mary program also as an encryption key for secondary
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algorithm.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the one-to-one mapping
comprises an exclusive “OR” operation.

US 8,473,742 B2
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8. The method of claim 1, wherein extracting the decryp

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising transmit
ting the encrypted secondary content in response to a request
from the client terminal.
13. The method of claim 10, further comprising selecting
the at least a portion of REAVD using a de?ned REAVD key
recognition algorithm for the media article.
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising transmit

tion key comprises extracting the decryption key being of a
relatively massive siZe.
9. The method of claim 8, Wherein extracting the decryp

tion key comprises extracting the decryption key being equal
in siZe to the secondary content.
10. A computer-implemented method for encrypting sec
ondary content for distribution to client terminals, the method

ting the de?ned REAVD key recognition algorithm in

comprising:

response to a request from a client terminal.

selecting at least a portion of raW encrypted audio-video
data (“REAVD”) that is provided on a media article
encoding audio-video data to de?ne an encryption key,

15. The method of claim 10, further comprising encrypting
the secondary content using a de?ned symmetric encryption
algorithm for the media article.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising transmit

Wherein the REAVD is primarily comprised of data
operable to provide an audio-video output signal When

ting the de?ned symmetric encryption algorithm in response

played by a compatible media player device;
encrypting secondary content using the encryption key
according to a de?ned encryption algorithm thereby pro
ducing encrypted secondary content, Wherein the sec
ondary content excludes the REAVD and the encryption
algorithm is con?gured for one-to-one mapping
betWeen the encrypted secondary content and the at least

to a request from a client terminal.

17. The method of claim 13, further comprising selecting
the at least a portion of REAVD including one or more data
20

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising receiving
content.

18. The method of claim 10, further comprising selecting
the at least a portion of REAVD that is of a relatively massive

a portion of the REAVD; and
storing the encrypted secondary content at a remotely
located host.
a request from a client terminal for the encrypted secondary

segments located in an copy-protected location of the media
article.

size.

19. The method of claim 10, further comprising selecting
25

the at least a portion of REAVD that is of a siZe equal to the

secondary content.

